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Obviously, Chen Xiaobei would not spare his life for nothing! After all, the spirit Qi consumption of two 

Seven Star Saint weapons was simply an astronomical figure! Chen Xiaobei would never do a losing 

business! 

Therefore, if he wanted to live, he would have to hand his life over to Chen Xiaobei. Otherwise, Chen 

Xiaobei would not care if he was a member of the LAN family or not. He would make him pay for Chen 

Xiaobei’s loss with his life! 

“I … I understand what you mean …” 

The leader was not an idiot. He knew what Chen Xiaobei meant. He immediately put away his frost 

spear and his attitude towards Chen Xiaobei became respectful. 

At the same time, the thousand ice-armored warriors also looked at Chen Xiaobei in awe. They looked at 

him as if he was a Saint who was above them, and they did not dare to offend him. 

Guanyin and the Golden Cicada looked at Chen Xiaobei with admiration. They agreed with Chen 

Xiaobei’s way of handling this matter. 

Compared to a massacre, the current result was more in line with the idea of mercy. 

From this incident, Guanyin was even more certain that Chen Xiaobei was the one who could help her 

realize her dream and return the Western religious sect to its former glory! 

 contact mengchen immediately and ask her to come here. I want to see her!   ” just tell her that I’m 

Chen Xiaobei! She’ll definitely come!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“This …” 

The leader said with a troubled expression, ” “It’s not that I don’t want to listen to you, but the young 

master has just returned to the clan and should still be in a meeting with the higher-ups in the elder 

Council. I can’t contact him at all …” 

“If that’s the case, then don’t leave! You’ll only be able to leave when you can contact mengchen!” Chen 

Xiaobei said coldly. 

 this …  it was obvious that the leader did not want to stay with Chen Xiaobei. 

However, the leader could clearly feel a cold and overbearing pressure from Chen Xiaobei, and even a 

hint of killing intent! 

There was no doubt that if the leader did not agree to Chen Xiaobei’s request, he would not be able to 

leave this place alive. 

“Alright … I promise you …” 

The leader had no choice but to say, ” “But, my brothers, please show mercy and let them go …” 
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 mm …  Chen Xiaobei nodded. He did not reject her. 

After that, the 1000 ice-armored warriors left the great void universe through the huge crack in the ice 

cave. 

Gradually, the spatial Rift closed, and the light blue storage bracelet appeared in front of everyone 

again. 

Of course, at this moment, the spiritual light of the extreme cold ability on the storage bracelet had 

completely disappeared, and it would no longer freeze anything! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei then kept the storage bracelet in his palm. 

He didn’t know what it was before, but now, he finally had the answer. 

“What is this?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

The leader explained,”this is our clan’s clan protection treasure!” The Holy ice heavenly soul ring!” 

 a Supreme treasure!?  

Chen Xiaobei was surprised.  “It’s a Saint artifact?” 

“No…” 

The leader shook his head and said,”it’s higher than a true sage. However, no one has been able to use 

its full power yet!” Even though the young master has obtained the highest level of inheritance from our 

ancestor, he still doesn’t have enough power to activate it …” 

His level was higher than true sage! 

Wouldn’t he be a Saint King on the same level as Dao ancestor Hongjun? 

Chen Xiaobei’s heart skipped a beat. At the same time, he had a rough idea of how LAN Mengcheng was 

doing. 

Although LAN Mengcheng had received the highest level of inheritance from the LAN family’s ancestor, 

she had not fully digested it yet. She would have to wait until her cultivation was high enough before 

she could fully activate the sacred ice heavenly soul ring’s power and special ability! 

“Then, what is the special ability of this magic treasure?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“This treasure is an ancient artifact. It’s been lost in our clan for billions of years. Even the current Grand 

Elder knows very little about it …” 

The leader said,”anyway, what I know is that the young master can now use the first layer of his special 

ability!” Space was frozen and space was destroyed! There seems to be other abilities after that, but I’ll 

only know later …” 

“I understand.” Chen Xiaobei nodded, his heart filled with hope. 



As long as LAN Mengcheng could break through the dimension at any time, she could come and see 

Chen Xiaobei. 

After all, the 1000 Ice Warriors had been released. They would definitely bring Chen Xiaobei’s name 

back to the clan. 

Once LAN Mengcheng received news of Chen Xiaobei, she would find a chance to meet him. 

Chen Xiaobei could finally relax. 

Chen Xiaobei put away the Holy ice heavenly soul bracelet and took out his communication jade 

talisman. He first contacted Duobao Daoist and asked him to meet up with him. Then, he checked the 

message again, but there was still no reply from the Grand Wizard Guo Zi. 

“By the way, sister Guanyin, do you have any news about the witch Guo Zi?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“Woosh?” 

Guanyin’s expression changed slightly. She shook her head and said, ”  we’ve been looking for him too, 

but we don’t have any clues. Otherwise, we would have left the great void universe long ago!  

Clearly, the clan of enlightenment and the Western sect had entered the great void universe to capture 

Guo Zi. 

The reason why they had never left was because they had never found it. 

“Even you don’t have any clues …” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows in confusion. 

Logically speaking, the clan of enlightenment and the Western religious sect had both sent experts at 

the level of vice sect leaders, so they should be able to predict Guo Zi’s movements. It should not be 

difficult to find him. 

“I understand!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei thought of an important question. His eyes lit up and he said excitedly, ” “I think 

I already know where Guo Zi is!” 

“Where is it?” Guanyin and the Golden Cicada were both very confused and curious. 

How did Chen Xiaobei find something when the two mighty figures of the two religions had gone 

through so much trouble? 

“If I’m not wrong, Guo Zi is definitely in the creation Sacred Realm!” 

“The Holy Land of fortune is a very special and independent space. Even the heavenly axiom can’t 

predict its exact location! Therefore, you can’t find Guo Zi because he’s hiding in the Holy Land of 

fortune!” 

“Hmm, that makes sense …” 



Guan Yin nodded, but then questioned, ” “However, is there a Holy creation stage in the great void 

universe? Even if there was, where would it be? It’s impossible to calculate that location, and looking for 

it is like looking for a needle in a haystack!” 

“That’s right … But it’s impossible to find the Holy Land of creation with just the few of us …” The Golden 

Cicada master nodded his head. 

“Ha, you don’t have to worry about that!”  of course!  Chen Xiaobei grinned.  my men have already 

found the Holy Land of fortune in the great void universe. They’re just waiting for me to go there!  

“How … How is this possible?” 

Guanyin and the Golden Cicada were both in disbelief and shock. 
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3942 The starry sea 

It was clear that no one else knew the location of the Holy Land of creation, but An Hua had been 

searching for it under sect leader Tongtian’s instruction, and he had actually found it. 

Chen Xiaobei had contacted An Hua the moment he entered the great void universe, so he knew the 

location of the Holy Land of fortune. 

However, because he was too eager to save her, he did not go to An Hua immediately. 

Now, everything was set. LAN mengchen was safe and sound. The ancestral wizard Guo Zi was definitely 

in the creation Sacred Realm. It was time to go over. 

After that, when the treasure Daoist arrived to meet up with them, they rushed towards the Holy Land 

of fortune at their fastest speed! 

Of course, the one who was the fastest was the leader of the ice Armor Warriors. 

That person was called LAN long, a three-star true Saint, which was many times higher than Chen 

Xiaobei and the others. It would save them a lot of time if he was the one leading the way. 

It didn’t take long for the group to arrive at the location An Hua had sent them. 

An Hua was a smart person. She found a place to hide and only came out to meet Chen Xiaobei after she 

used her jade talisman to contact him. 

“Greetings, senior brother Xiaobei! Greetings, senior brother abundant treasures!” 

An Hua’s wish had always been to join the tribe of severity and become an official disciple. Even if she 

was not the personal disciple of sect leader Tongtian, he would still be satisfied. Because of that, An Hua 

was full of respect and admiration for Chen Xiaobei and duo Bao. 

 no need for formalities. Hurry up and tell us the entrance to the Holy Land of fortune!  Chen Xiaobei 

said impatiently. 

“Yes!” 
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An Hua nodded and seriously said,  the Holy Land of fortune is at the peak of the mountain in front of 

us. There is a heavenly pool there, and under the water of the pool, there is a spatial crack. As long as 

we enter, we will be able to reach the Holy Land of fortune!  

“Good! We’ll go up immediately!” Chen Xiaobei nodded and followed the group to the top of the 

mountain. 

The mountain was so tall that it almost formed a cone shape for the entire week. 

After flying to the summit, he immediately saw a deep blue Lake. Clearly, this was the heavenly Lake An 

Hua had spoken of. 

It had to be said that this position was very well hidden, and ordinary people would not be able to 

discover it at all. 

An Hua explained that it was by chance that while she was travelling through the universe, she had 

chanced upon a light here and then flew over to take a look. 

This light didn’t appear all the time, only occasionally flickering. Thus, An Hua had been able to find this 

place largely due to the blessing of luck. If she had come specifically to find it, there was a high chance 

that she wouldn’t have found it! 

Because of this, the Holy Land of fortune naturally became the most mysterious place. In addition, even 

the heavenly Dao could not calculate its location. Therefore, it was even more difficult to come here! 

Chen Xiaobei had another question. 

How did the Grand Wizard Guo Zi find this place? Could it be luck? This was not realistic! 

Of course, the answer to this question would only be revealed after he met the Grand Wizard Guo Zi. 

“Sister Guanyin, Golden Cicada, the two of you can enter the Meru space first! I’m afraid I won’t be able 

to protect you in time!” 

Chen Xiaobei explained briefly and let Guanyin and the Golden Cicada into the Meru space. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei, treasure Daoist, An Hua, and blue Dragon jumped into the heavenly Lake and dived 

into the deepest part of the lake. 

Just as An Hua had said, there was nothing strange in the water at the beginning, but as they were about 

to reach the bottom of the lake, they could faintly make out an extremely unique spatial tear. 

The reason why it was special was that the crack was at the bottom of the lake, but the water and the 

sand in the water would not enter the crack at all! 

But strangely, when the four of them approached the spatial Rift, they could clearly feel a suction force 

pulling them in. 

From the looks of it, perhaps inanimate objects could not enter, and only living things could. 

 everyone, get ready for battle. The situation inside is completely unknown, and there may be extremely 

terrifying dangers!  



 let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei reminded everyone. Then, he took out the intentionless Pearl and held the Avici 

sword in his left hand and the yuantu sword in his right hand. He was the first to rush into the crack. 

By the way, among the three receiving treasures, there was only spiritual Qi that could be activated 

twice each. 

The spiritual Qi of the Banner of Light and the nine leave horsetail whisk had been used up, but there 

was still spiritual Qi left in the intentionless bead to activate it once. 

As for Avici and yuantu, there was not much spiritual energy left in them. Each sword could still be 

activated three times. 

The chaos essence golden Dipper and the nine tunes holy river formation had also been taken out. 

As for An Hua, her cultivation was not high, so Chen Xiaobei did not expect her to join the battle. He only 

gave her two one-star Saint items! They were two of the Holy items that Chen Xiaobei had obtained 

from the place where the eastern Emperor Bell was sealed! An Hua didn’t need to fight. All she needed 

to do was protect herself! Two one-star Saint weapons were more than enough. 

Blue Dragon was a three-star true divine, and he had a seven-star true divine frost spear. The ice crystal 

armor he was wearing was also of a high grade, so Chen Xiaobei did not have to worry about him. 

Just like that, the four of them entered the Holy Land together. 

This Saint realm territory was very special. It was similar to the creation wood Saint realm, but it covered 

a larger area. Furthermore, the internal environment seemed to have returned to the great void 

universe. 

From this, it could be named the great void Holy Land. 

“Isn’t … Isn’t this the universe …” 

Blue Dragon’s brows were tightly knitted together, and he looked very surprised.   I’m afraid we have 

been transported to another corner of the great void universe by the space crack!  

“No! You don’t understand!” 

Chen Xiaobei shook his head and said, ” “I’ve already sensed the aura of the primordial violet vapor! And 

the aura of the fragment of the Pangu axe! This was the real Holy land of fortune! However, it has 

evolved into the appearance of the great void universe!” 

Hearing this, An Hua excitedly said,”wonderful!” If Shixiong Xiaobei can sense his aura, we can go and 

search for him directly. It’ll save us time and energy!” 

“I understand!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes lit up.  “I finally understand why the Grand Wizard Guo Zi was able to find 

this Sacred Realm! He’s a descendant of the ancestral Saint Pangu, so he should be able to sense the 

aura of the Pangu axe fragment. Therefore, he might have been attracted here by the fragment!” 

“Let’s go this way!” 



After figuring out the key point, Chen Xiaobei said, ”  let’s go get the fragment of the Pangu axe first. If 

I’m not wrong, Guo Zi must be in that place!  

After that, Chen Xiaobei led the group and flew in that direction. 

However, right at this moment, the countless stars in the great void Star Ocean underwent some 

mysterious changes! 
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3943 Terrifying 

The movement of the stars was a normal phenomenon. 

However, this was the great void Holy realm, a virtual universe. The laws of space and power did not 

exist in this universe. Hence, the stars should be still. 

Moreover, the movement of the surrounding stars did not match the normal movement of the stars. 

However, the extent of its movement was quite small. If one did not observe carefully, it would be 

difficult to notice. 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei and the others had been flying at high speed, so they would not notice the 

small changes in their surroundings. 

It did not take long for everyone to arrive at the location that Chen Xiaobei had told them. 

I can sense that the fragment of the Pangu axe is nearby!  

Chen Xiaobei nodded and shouted, ” “Brother Guo Zi! Are you nearby? I’m Chen Xiaobei! It was Mother 

Nuwa who asked me to come and receive you!” 

He had clearly revealed his identity, but there was no response from the surroundings. 

“Woof! Whoosh!” 

After that, Chen Xiaobei invited goddess Nuwa and di Jiangdu out to further prove that he was not lying. 

“Over there!” 

Very quickly, Emperor Jiang sensed Guo Zi’s position. 

There was a subtle primordial spirit connection between the twelve ancestors of sorcery. As long as they 

were in the same space, they could sense each other’s location. 

Thus, everyone flew over. 

The Red Planet was covered in a Red Desert, which made it look very strange. 

With Emperor Jiang’s guidance, they successfully found Guo Zi’s location. 

 don’t come over!!!  
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Guo Zi also had the appearance of a young man. As soon as he saw Emperor Jiang, he recognized him as 

his big brother. 

 what’s going on?!  

Everyone’s eyes fell on him, all of them extremely puzzled. 

He saw Guo Zi kneeling on the ground with one knee bent over. One of his hands reached out to the 

desert, as if he was picking up something from the desert. 

However, he maintained this position. It was unknown if he was picking up the desert, but he did not 

move at all, as if he had been petrified. 

“You guys leave quickly! Quickly leave this place!” 

Guo Zi’s expression and tone were extremely anxious. He kept urging everyone to leave, as if he had no 

time to explain. 

“Old brother dijiang! Mother Nuwa! You guys go back first, I’ll handle this!” Chen Xiaobei then sent Di 

Jiang and lady Nuwa back to the Meru space. 

After all, Emperor Jiang’s cultivation wasn’t high, and mother Nuwa’s cultivation had been crippled. 

They couldn’t be in danger. 

“Woosh! Don’t be nervous! What exactly happened?! Say it! I can solve this!” Chen Xiaobei said. 

“Let’s go quickly! It’ll be too late if we don’t leave now!” Guo Zi’s pupils shrank and his eyes trembled, as 

if he really could see the danger that was right in front of him. This made him extremely fearful and 

uneasy, and he could no longer remain calm! 

“You guys stay here! I’ll go take a look!”  let’s go!  Chen Xiaobei instructed and asked Duobao and the 

others to stay where they were. He then slowed down and walked toward Guo Zi. 

“Don’t come any closer … You’ll die … Don’t …” 

“Relax! I’m not afraid of death! Even if I die, I won’t give up on my friend!” Chen Xiaobei’s eyes were 

filled with determination and he quickly reached Guo Zi’s side. 

Guo Zi’s expression had changed drastically. Guo Zi did not expect Chen Xiaobei to risk his life to face 

danger with her! This made Guo Zi’s inner emotions much more stable, and his fear was greatly 

reduced. 

“That … That’s …” 

Chen Xiaobei walked to the side and looked at the things that Guo Zi was about to pick up.  “Is that the 

fragment of the Pangu axe? 

 yes …  Guo Zi gave an affirmative answer, but her body was still frozen in place, unable to move. 

Obviously, Guo Zi could sense the aura of the Pangu axe fragment. Hence, after entering the great void 

Holy realm, he came straight for it. 



However, just as Guo Zi was about to pick up the broken piece of the Pangu axe, something unexpected 

happened. He was rooted to the spot, and it was not as simple as the seal. It seemed that a fatal danger 

was approaching him! 

“What is going on?” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and asked for the truth. 

 I’m here to pick up this piece of the Pangu axe …  

Yu Zi composed himself and slowly explained,  however, when I touched the fragment of the Pangu axe, 

I realized that it was suppressing the core of a great array! 

“If I pick up this fragment, the entire formation will collapse! Even if I only move this fragment slightly, it 

might cause the formation to loosen … Because the fragment is too small, even if I loosen my fingers 

now, it might cause the fragment to move!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei was stunned. 

He didn’t expect that Guo Zi wasn’t affected by the immobilization seal. Instead, he was afraid of moving 

the fragment of the Pangu axe. Therefore, he tensed his body and didn’t dare to move at all. 

“What kind of formation is that? What are the consequences after it collapses?” Chen Xiaobei asked. 

“I don’t know the exact situation …” 

“However, I can sense that this is a sealing formation that seals something terrifying … If the formation 

collapses and that thing comes out, all of us will die for sure!” Guo Zi said. 

“What is it? It can actually make you so afraid?” Chen Xiaobei was surprised. 

Guo Zi was the reincarnation of goddess nüwa, an ancient immortal, and her cultivation had reached the 

level of a seven-star true sage! Logically speaking, Guo Zi was someone who had seen a high-rank true 

sage before. He should not be so timid! 

“How terrifying is that thing? He can’t possibly be more powerful than mother Nuwa, right?” Chen 

Xiaobei furrowed his brows in surprise. 

“I feel … That thing is indeed stronger than mother Nuwa. In fact, it’s much stronger!” Yan Zi swallowed 

his saliva, and the cold sweat on his forehead kept dripping. 

“This … This is impossible!” Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  “This is the greater world controlled by the 

heavenly Dao! There were only seven heavenly path Saints! How could there be another one sealed 

here?” 

“No! This is the Holy Land of fortune!” Guo Zi’s pupils shrank, and his eyes trembled.”This isn’t an area 

under the control of the heavenly Dao! It’s possible for anything to appear!” 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei said, ”  actually, you don’t have to be so nervous. You can try to release that thing 

and see. Maybe I can defeat it!  

“No! I can’t make such a joke!” 



 no!  Guo Zi shook his head decisively.  if you’re no match for him, all of us will die for sure. The entire 

great void universe might even be destroyed!  

“Chi … Chi …” 

At the same time, the Red Planet started to tremble slightly and let out a very special buzzing sound. 

At the same time, the other stars in the starry sea were also slowly moving. 
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 “What’s the situation? What’s making these strange sounds?” 

Chen Xiaobei was very confused. At the same time, he felt a strong pressure. This meant that there was 

going to be a terrible explosion. 

“If I’m not mistaken, this ‘buzzing’ sound is coming from the demonic creature sealed in the formation!” 

“It’s precisely because of the demonic creature’s constant attacks that the formation is loosening up …” 

Yan Zi said with a frown. 

 this …  Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed as he scanned his surroundings. 

This great void Holy Land was really special. There was actually a terrifying sealing formation inside. 

There was even a demonic creature that was even more terrifying than mother Nuwa sealed inside. 

This was simply unbelievable! 

“Chi … Chi …” 

As time passed, this strange sound became more and more intense, and the movement of the countless 

stars around him became more and more obvious. It was as if the entire universe was changing. 

“Woosh! You don’t have to persist!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ”  I believe you can feel it too. The demonic creature is getting stronger and stronger. 

Even if you don’t move, the array will be broken by him!  

“This …” 

Guo Zi’s expression was dejected, and he couldn’t help but sigh.”You’re right! It’s only a matter of time 

before he breaks the seal … It’s all my fault … If I hadn’t touched the fragment of the Pangu axe, the 

demon wouldn’t have been awakened … Once he breaks out of the seal, all of us will die, and the entire 

great void universe will be destroyed …” 

“Let’s not talk about this! There’s no point in blaming yourself now!” 

Chen Xiaobei said, ” “Listen to me! Give me the broken piece of the Pangu axe, then hide in the Meru 

space with the others. I’ll take care of everything here!” 

“How can we do that?” “How can I let you bear the consequences of my mistake?” Guo Zi shook his 

head decisively. 
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“Don’t worry about this anymore! Trust me!” Chen Xiaobei looked at Guo Zi with a serious expression. 

The moment their eyes met, Chen Xiaobei’s overbearing aura immediately rushed into Guo Zi’s mind. 

Of course, this pressure did not intimidate Guo Zi. Instead, it made him feel that Chen Xiaobei was 

reliable, and he was willing to trust and obey Chen Xiaobei. 

 O-okay, I believe you …  Guo Zi’s heart trembled. She picked up the piece of the Pangu axe and handed 

it to Chen Xiaobei. 

 whoosh … Whoosh … Whoosh …  

The next moment, before Chen Xiaobei could even get everyone to hide in the Meru space, an even 

more terrifying buzzing sound erupted. 

The buzzing just now was just extremely loud. 

However, the buzzing sound was not only thunderous, but it also emitted an incredible sound wave that 

shattered several nearby planets. 

Chen Xiaobei and the others all had very strong physical bodies, many times tougher than those planets. 

But at that moment, their eardrums were hurting from the buzzing sound. Even their minds were 

trembling, and they felt dizzy! 

“It’s indeed powerful!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s eyes narrowed, and he was on high alert. 

The demonic creature had yet to show itself, but the strange buzzing sound alone was already very 

uncomfortable! From the small to the big, how terrifying would the strength of the demonic creature be 

once it appeared? 

“Young master Chen! What did you do? This buzzing sound was too terrifying! We’d better retreat! I 

have an extremely bad feeling about this!” 

Even someone as strong as the Blue Dragon couldn’t help but feel his heart beating wildly at this 

moment. His breathing was rapid, and he was nervous, scared, and uneasy. 

Daoist myriad treasures and An Hua gripped their magic treasures and stood guard! Facing the terrifying 

buzzing, they thought that they could not help Chen Xiaobei at all. It was already good enough that they 

could protect themselves! 

“Swish!” 

Chen Xiaobei did not dare to waste any time. He grabbed Guo Zi’s arm and quickly flew to Daoist duo 

Bao’s side. 

He had wanted to let them all enter the Meru space. 

However, at this moment … 

 Boom Boom … Boom Boom … Boom Boom …  



A series of terrifying explosions erupted in the entire space! The simulated stars in the universe in the 

great void Holy realm started to explode! 

Trillions of stars exploded into countless gravel and dust. In an instant, the virtual great void universe 

turned into a huge ruin without any signs of life! 

That demonic creature had actually destroyed a part of the universe in an instant! 

It was simply terrifying! 

“Chi … Chi …” 

With a terrifying buzz, the demonic creature’s true body finally appeared in front of everyone! 

It was a mosquito that was bigger than a mountain! 

Its body was as black as metal, and its blood-red Wings exuded a terrifying killing intent! His huge body 

covered the sky and the earth. In front of him, everyone was as small as an ant. 

 blood-winged black mosquito!!!  

Everyone was at a loss, and only treasure Daoist exclaimed, ”  he … He … He’s Daoist Wen!  

It should be known that Daoist Wen only appeared in the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation and 

was raised by the White Crane boy under the guidance Taoist. He only appeared for one day and 

disappeared after absorbing the blood essence of Holy Mother GUI Ling and the third grade Golden 

Lotus of merit, as if he had never appeared again. Therefore, only the treasure Daoist had seen the true 

body of Daoist Wen. 

Of course, even if they had never seen him before, the name of Daoist Wen was definitely like thunder 

to their ears. Except for the Blue Dragon from the heavenly Saint realm, everyone knew of Daoist Wen. 

 that … That guy is so terrifying …  Blue Dragon gasped and said in fear, ” “There’s an extremely strong 

Saint Qi fluctuation coming from his body. I’m afraid he’s already reached the nine Star Saint level, or 

even more terrifying …” 

An Hua and Chen Xiaobei were both shocked. 

On the other hand, treasure Daoist’s expression did not change much, as if everything was within his 

expectations. 

“Abundant treasures! Is that you?” 

The huge mosquito looked at treasure Daoist and said with deep hostility, ” “Back then, I was just a little 

pet in the hands of the White Crane boy, and you were the high and mighty Buddha of many treasures! 

Back then, you didn’t like the sound of me flying and said that it was disturbing your reading. You almost 

killed me with a slap! Do you still remember?” 

 …  treasure Daoist was speechless. 

He didn’t expect that Daoist Wen, who already had such a terrifying cultivation, would still remember 

those trivial things in the past. 



“Who are the other people? Eh … Why is there another three-star true divine?” 

The giant mosquito’s gaze turned to the Blue Dragon and sneered greedily, ” “I didn’t expect that I 

would be able to suck a three-star true divine dry as soon as I came back. There’s no need to suck those 

ants with low cultivation bases!” 

The moment he said that, he revealed a very important piece of information! 
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Daoist Wen said he had just returned! 

It was clear that he was not sealed here, but in another place! 

There were only seven heavenly path sages in the great thousand world controlled by the heavenly 

path. Therefore, it could be speculated that Wen Daoist went to the heavenly Saint realm and then used 

other ways to prove his way and become a Sage. After reaching his current cultivation, he wanted to 

return to the heavenly realm. 

Of course, when Daoist Wen came back, some special changes might have happened to this place, 

blocking his way back. The fragment of the Pangu axe might have been the reason for this. 

Of course, the exact situation was still unknown. After all, Daoist Wen had shown great hostility from 

the beginning, even treating them as food. 

It was impossible to get any useful information from Daoist Wen at this time. 

“All of you, kneel down and accept your death!” 

With a thought, Daoist Wen directly activated the special ability of his primordial spirit. 

Five blood-winged black mosquito clones flew out of his body. They all charged at Chen Xiaobei, Duobao 

Daoist, An Hua, Blue Dragon, and Guo Zi. 

“We’re finished! We’re dead!” 

Seeing this, Blue Dragon’s pupils shrank and his eyes trembled. His heart was almost jumping out of his 

throat.”I’ve underestimated this black mosquito! He has actually reached the pinnacle of the true sage 

realm!” 

Just now, judging from the fluctuation of Saint Qi, Blue Dragon thought that Daoist Wen’s cultivation 

was at least at the nine-star Saint level! 

At this moment, after seeing the vital spirit attack of the mosquito Taoist, the Blue Dragon could 

conclude that the mosquito Taoist’s cultivation had reached the peak of the true Saint realm! 

In the heavenly Dao world, this realm was the same as the heavenly Lord Yuanshi, Taishang Laojun, and 

Tongtian sect leader! Even if he were to reach the heavenly Saint realm, this level of cultivation could be 

considered quite powerful! 

It was no exaggeration to say that even 100 million Blue Dragons were no match for Daoist Wen! 
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At this moment, the speed and strength of the five blood-winged black mosquitoes were far above 

everyone else’s. In the next moment, they could entangle everyone and suck them dry. 

For a moment, it wasn’t just the Blue Dragon. Even Daoist myriad treasures, Guo Zi, and An Hua all 

revealed looks of despair. 

Of course, they were in despair because they did not know what kind of trump card Chen Xiaobei had! 

“Swish!” 

At this critical moment, Chen Xiaobei released a person from the Meru space. 

As soon as he came out, he saw five blood-winged black mosquito avatars rushing toward him. 

Because of his special identity, he could instantly tell that these blood-winged black mosquitoes were 

primordial spirit attacks. 

 Saint Duke’s brilliance!!!  

Almost instinctively, the man let out a loud roar and activated the special ability of his primordial spirit. 

“Woof!” 

The next moment, a seven-colored light curtain shone like the sun, completely shrouding Chen Xiaobei 

and the others. 

Immediately after, the five blood-winged black mosquitoes collided with the seven-colored light and 

dispersed like smoke. They disappeared without causing any harm to the crowd. 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Daoist myriad treasures, An Hua, and Guo Zi all revealed expressions of disbelief at this sight. 

It was as if he had seen a living ghost. He could not understand what he was seeing at all. 

 it’s … It’s the Saint Duke!  

At the same time, Daoist Wen and the treasure Daoist saw the mystery immediately. 

That’s right! 

The man that Chen Xiaobei had released from the Meru space was none other than Luo Yuan, a member 

of the Saint Duke! 

Luo Yuan had already submitted to Chen Xiaobei and answered many of his questions. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei did not destroy Luo Yuan’s cultivation. Instead, he released some of his life 

force from the armor to help Luo Yuan heal his primordial spirit. 

The most powerful ability of the Saint Duke was to seal the enemy’s magic weapon and destroy the 

enemy’s soul. 

Although Daoist Wen’s cultivation was high, the quality of his primordial spirit attack was far from the 

Saint level. 



However, a Saint Duke’s primordial spirit attack was at least at the Saint level. 

Therefore, when the two of them collided, the five blood-winged black mosquitoes that Daoist Wen had 

summoned immediately dispersed and posed no threat! 

“I really didn’t expect …” 

Daoist Wen squinted at Luo Yuan, then turned to Chen Xiaobei and said coldly, ” “Who the hell are you? 

Why are there people from the Saint Duke race with you?” 

Chen Xiaobei’s initial judgment was right. 

Daoist Wen had indeed been to the heavenly Saint land, which was why he knew about the Saint Duke 

clan. 

“Cut the crap!” 

Chen Xiaobei glared at her and said, ” “You almost killed all of us just now! We are now enemies!” 

“Enemy? Ha, ha ha ha …” 

Daoist Wen sneered disdainfully, ” “Do you think you’re qualified to be my enemy just because you have 

a Saint Duke with you who can nullify my soul attack? It was truly laughable! In my eyes, you’re not even 

an ant!” 

“Whoosh …” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Daoist Wen attacked again. This time, he would not show mercy. 

With a burst of extremely terrifying Saint Qi fluctuations, Daoist Wen’s body emitted a divine golden 

light that was completely opposite to his own temperament. 

The golden light condensed into a dazzling and life-like Golden Lotus above his head. At the same time, 

it exuded a very powerful aura, as if a God had descended. All living beings were believers, and nothing 

was united in their hearts! 

 that … That’s the clone of the Golden Lotus of merit!  

Treasure Daoist immediately cried out in surprise, ” “In the past, Daoist Wen used his primordial spirit to 

suck the Golden Lotus of merit, and he sucked three grades out of the nine grades of the Golden Lotus 

of merit! This clone has one-third of the power of the Golden Lotus of virtue!” 

“One-third?” 

An Hua said in despair,”I’ve heard that the Golden Lotus of virtuous merit is a peak divine artifact!” Even 

if it’s only a third of its power, it’s still an existence we can’t resist!” 

 it’s over … It’s over … We’re dead … We’re dead …  Blue Dragon’s face was ashen, and his forehead was 

covered in cold sweat. He couldn’t gather any fighting spirit, and he didn’t even have the courage to 

escape because he knew that he couldn’t escape! 

“Little brat! Show me what you have!” 



Daoist Wen looked down at Chen Xiaobei and sneered, ” “It’s not easy for me to get serious, so don’t let 

me kill you so easily! That would be too boring!” 

Clearly, Daoist Wen’s intelligence was very high. Seeing that Chen Xiaobei could summon Saint Duke’s 

people, he could guess that Chen Xiaobei’s Foundation and trump card must be extraordinary. 

Therefore, Daoist Wen held nothing back and directly used his strongest trump card! 

His cultivation was at the peak of the true Saint realm, and with the help of the third grade Golden Lotus 

of merit, he could almost crush his opponents of the same level! 

With such strength, it was no wonder that Daoist Wen wanted to force Chen Xiaobei to use his ultimate 

move! 
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 “Why aren’t you talking? Aren’t you going to treat me as an enemy? When faced with an enemy, he 

would only swallow his anger? Hehehe …” 

Daoist Wen sneered in a weird way and said sarcastically, ” “Don’t tell me you don’t have any trump 

cards? He clearly didn’t have the strength, yet he still wanted to act tough. His brain must have been 

kicked by a donkey! You’re extremely stupid!” 

As soon as he said this, everyone’s face became very ugly. Cold sweat dripped from their foreheads and 

their hands and feet turned cold. Their state of mind was on the verge of collapse. 

However, Chen Xiaobei’s condition was completely different! 

“Swish!” 

Not only was Chen Xiaobei not afraid, he even flew up and charged at Daoist Wen! 

He was planning to fight Daoist Wen head-on! 

 is this kid crazy?!  

Daoist Wen was taken aback. He had only wanted to tease Chen Xiaobei, which was why he did not 

attack immediately. He did not expect that Chen Xiaobei would not be afraid of him, but instead, attack 

him. 

A mere ant, a piece of trash, actually dared to be so arrogant! 

For Daoist Wen, this was a great provocation! 

Who couldn’t endure it! 

“Since you want to die! I’ll fulfill your wish! I’ll let you turn into ashes and smoke, your body and Dao will 

vanish!” 

Daoist Wen was very angry, and he roared in anger. 

“Whoosh …” 
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Then, the third grade Golden Lotus of merit clone above Daoist Wen’s head came crashing down toward 

Chen Xiaobei’s head! 

This power was extremely terrifying. It was as if the entire great void Holy Land was shaking. The illusory 

universe and the broken stars started to spin. The stars turned into a huge vortex! 

The third-grade Golden Lotus of merit clone was at the center of the vortex, and it was coming down on 

Chen Xiaobei! 

This power was extremely terrifying. Not only did it contain the power of the third grade Golden Lotus of 

virtue clone, but it also contained the power of Daoist Wen himself, who was at the peak of the true 

sage realm! 

Under this power, even sect master Tongtian, who was the strongest under Dao ancestor, would be 

suppressed without using a Dharma Treasure! 

If Chen Xiaobei did not have his ultimate trump card, this attack would have wiped him out from this 

world completely, leaving not even a trace behind. 

“Hiss …” 

Daoist myriad treasures, An Hua, Guo Zi, and blue Dragon all gasped at this sight, their eyes trembling 

and their pupils constricting. 

Even though they were still far away from the battlefield, if Chen Xiaobei could not withstand the 

terrifying power! All of them would die! Even the aftershock of that power could crush them into ashes! 

Of course! 

Even in such a situation, treasure Daoist and An Hua still trusted Chen Xiaobei! 

They believed that since Chen Xiaobei dared to fight, he must have a way to break the situation! 

However, they did not know what Chen Xiaobei was going to do. 

However, on the other side. 

Blue Dragon and Guo Zi’s faces were pale. They did not believe that Chen Xiaobei, who was only at the 

quasi-Sage level, could fight against a pinnacle true divine. 

Furthermore, on top of being a pinnacle true sage, he also had the power of the third grade merit 

Golden Lotus clone! 

In blue Dragon and Guo Zi’s eyes, Chen Xiaobei had no chance of winning. 

From the moment Daoist Wen appeared, everyone’s fate had been decided … 

He would die without a doubt! 

“Swish!” 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei took out an item! 



As the speed was too fast, many people did not see it clearly. They only felt a seven-colored light flash 

across the space! 

“Bang … Whoosh …” 

In the next moment, the clone of the third grade Golden Lotus of merit let out a muffled sound and 

exploded, turning into dozens of golden petals and falling down. 

At the same time, the entire universe’s star-shattering vortex also collapsed, turning into a plate of loose 

sand that drifted in all directions, no longer posing any threat to everyone! 

 how … How is this possible?!  

Daoist Wen was dumbfounded by this sight, Daoist myriad treasures and An Hua were dumbfounded, 

and Guo Zi and blue Dragon were dumbfounded. 

According to normal logic, even if sect master Tongtian, the strongest person under Dao ancestor, 

appeared, it would be impossible for him to destroy the power that could destroy the universe just now 

with a wave of his hand. 

But Chen Xiaobei had done it! 

Everyone couldn’t understand this! He even suspected that he was dreaming! He simply couldn’t believe 

it! 

However, the truth was right in front of their eyes, and they had no choice but to believe it! 

“Swish!” 

While everyone was still in shock, Chen Xiaobei did not stop. He passed through the petals of the Golden 

Lotus and charged at Daoist Wen like a god who had been reborn. 

 seven … Seven … Tree of Seven Wonders!  

Daoist Wen finally saw the treasure that Chen Xiaobei had just taken out! 

“Heavens!” 

At the same time, his own men also let out a shrill cry. They would never have thought that Cundi’s tree 

of Seven Wonders was in Chen Xiaobei’s hands! 

The tree of Seven Wonders was not a tree, but made by Taoist Cundi with his original body, the Western 

gengjin Bodhi alloy, silver, colored glass, and other seven treasures. It shone with brilliant flowing lights 

and colors. At the same time, the upper part was like a branch of a dead tree, while the lower part was a 

staff that could be held. 

Anyone who lived in the heavenly Dao world would know how terrifying the tree of Seven Wonders 

was! 

In the past, Taoist Cundi used the tree of Seven Wonders to cut off the three corpses and become a 

saint! 

This treasure could be considered a Dao vindication treasure! 



In the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation, the four great sages of the heavenly way joined forces 

to break the immortal-killing sword formation. Among them, the immortal-killing position guarded by 

the immortal-killing sword was broken through by Taoist Cundi with the tree of Seven Wonders! 

In addition, when the green Lotus of chaos withered, the heavenly Lord of the origin obtained the Lotus 

and turned it into the three treasure Jade Ruyi! Taishang Laojun obtained the Lotus root and turned it 

into a Taiyi horsetail whisk! Sect master Tongtian got the Lotus leaf and turned it into the Qingping 

sword! Mother Nuwa obtained the Lotus soil and turned it into a sky-mending divine stone! 

These five merit Cardinal treasures were all absolutely powerful! 

However, it was also in the last immeasurable cultivation tribulation that Taoist Cundi used the tree of 

Seven Wonders to directly crush the Qingping sword! Although the owner of the Qingping sword, sect 

leader Tongtian, was already seriously injured at that time, it could also prove the power of the tree of 

Seven Wonders! 

It was obvious that the tree of Seven Wonders was a top-tier treasure below the Saint King level in the 

heavenly Dao world. It was only slightly inferior to a few top-tier treasures. The other peak-level Saint 

artifacts were no match for the tree of Seven Wonders! 

That was the reason why Chen Xiaobei was able to destroy Daoist Wen’s full-powered attack with just a 

swing of the tree of Seven Wonders! 

At this moment, the tree of Seven Wonders still had energy left! 

Chen Xiaobei held the staff with both hands and swung the tree of Seven Wonders at Wen Daoist with 

the force of a mountain! 
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 “Not good!” 

Daoist Wen immediately screamed. 

He had been looking down on Chen Xiaobei since the beginning. After using his ultimate move, he 

thought that he could kill Chen Xiaobei completely and did not even think about what would happen 

after that. 

In addition, the shock he felt when he saw the tree of Seven Wonders caused Daoist Wen to be slightly 

distracted. 

In a battle between experts, one second could determine the outcome. 

A battle between peak true saints could decide everything in an instant. 

Daoist Wen’s consideration was already one step short, and now that he was distracted, he was one 

step slower. 

The result was obvious! 

“Woof!” 
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A spiritual light descended from the sky, bringing with it a vast and boundless pressure! It was as if it 

would traverse the entire great void universe and go straight to the nine nethers and six directions. It 

was as if even gods and ghosts would be destroyed by this attack! 

“Boom boom boom …” 

In the next moment, the Qi-colored spiritual light directly hit Daoist Wen’s head! 

The terrifying power erupted with a terrifying sound that was like a trillion rings rumbling. Just this wave 

alone caused the entire space to tremble. Even the nomological laws fluctuated violently at this 

moment, almost completely collapsing! 

Puchi … Puchi … Puchi …  

Under the impact of this extremely terrifying force, Daoist Wen’s body cracked open like a spider’s web. 

Hot blood spurted out like a fountain and dyed the sky red! 

Moreover, the cracks did not only appear on the surface! It went even deeper into his flesh and even his 

bones. Even his bones were shattered, and bone marrow spurted out from the cracks! 

Without a doubt, Daoist Wen’s Dharmakaya was also shattered instantly. Even his primordial spirit was 

cracked. He was extremely weak, as if he would be destroyed at any time! 

Terrifying! 

It was incomparably terrifying! 

The power of the tree of Seven Wonders was shocking to the extreme! 

When the third-grade Golden Lotus of merit and Daoist Wen’s attack had exploded, part of the power of 

the tree of Seven Wonders had already been blocked! 

One could imagine that without the first wave of power, if the tree of Seven Wonders directly brushed 

against Daoist Wen’s head, there was a 10000% chance that his body would explode and his primordial 

spirit would be destroyed. He would be as dead as dead could be! 

“Pfft …” 

As he spat out a mouthful of blood, Daoist Wen’s Mountain-like body began to shrink rapidly, returning 

to his original form. 

It was just a tiny blood-winged black mosquito! 

“Oh my God … He’s … He’s too powerful!” 

Seeing this scene, everyone on his side let out an extremely shocked exclamation. 

Blue Dragon and Guo Zi, in particular, had thought that Chen Xiaobei would lose. But now, they were so 

shocked that their scalps went numb and their hearts were racing. 

The way they looked at Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. From suspicion and distrust, it had 

turned into extreme respect and even a little fear. 



As a friend, Chen Xiaobei was definitely the most reliable and reassuring one! 

But if Chen Xiaobei became an enemy, that would be the scariest thing in the world! 

Especially blue Dragon, his attitude towards Chen Xiaobei had completely changed. 

In the beginning, the Blue Dragon had seen Chen Xiaobei as an enemy. Even after Chen Xiaobei had 

subdued it, the Blue Dragon had still been wary of Chen Xiaobei. It had only followed Chen Xiaobei to 

save its own life. 

But at this moment, Blue Dragon was already planning to help Chen Xiaobei and use all his resources to 

win him over. 

Even though the LAN family was very powerful, they were still desperate to have someone as powerful 

as Chen Xiaobei. 

If he could bring Chen Xiaobei back to the LAN family and make him a guest of honor, it would be a great 

contribution to the LAN family! 

It was precisely because of this! 

Blue Dragon had made up his mind. From now on, he would do his best to help Chen Xiaobei and win 

him over. It would be best if he could become Chen Xiaobei’s friend! 

“Whoosh …” 

At the same time, a gust of wind blew past, causing Daoist Wen to sway unsteadily. 

It could be seen that he was really at the end of his rope and had completely lost his combat power. 

Under such circumstances, all Chen Xiaobei needed to do was to go and finish Daoist Wen off. 

“Whoosh …” 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not kill her. Instead, he released a stream of celestial core power, wrapped it 

around the mosquito, and returned it to his palm. 

“Spare me … Please spare me, exalted immortal … I was blind! I didn’t know the immensity of heaven 

and earth … Please spare my life, exalted immortal …” 

Daoist Wen lay on Chen Xiaobei’s palm, trembling. His voice was extremely weak, and he could not even 

speak. 

It was obvious that in the face of life and death, the higher one’s cultivation was and the more things 

one had, the more one would cherish life! The more afraid he was of death! 

They couldn’t bear to die like this! 

Death would turn everything they had into nothingness and make them lose all meaning! 

“I can spare your life, but from now on, your life is mine!” Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows and said in a 

domineering manner. 

“No problem … No problem …” He said. 



Daoist Wen didn’t dare to say a word of nonsense. He immediately expressed his loyalty and said, ” 

“From now on, whatever shangxian says is true! I’ll definitely listen to your every word and be 100% 

loyal!” 

“Good! Then I’ll test your sincerity!” 

 spit out the essence of the grade 3 Golden Lotus of merit!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

“This …” 

Daoist Wen was stunned for a moment. 

Without a doubt, the essence of the third-grade Golden Lotus of merit was the foundation for him to 

form the Golden Lotus clone! Once he spat it out, he would lose this extremely powerful blessing! 

For Daoist Wen, this was definitely a huge loss. 

From the bottom of his heart, Daoist Wen was definitely unwilling. 

 exalted immortal, you don’t know this … But I can’t … I can’t spit out the things I’ve sucked into my body 

…  Daoist Wen said weakly. 

“Is that so?” 

However, at this moment, treasure Daoist flew over and gave Daoist Wen a meaningful look. He said 

indifferently, ” “Mozzie! Did you forget about me?” 

 D-D-D-D-D-Tathagata …  Daoist Wen greeted him in a low voice. 

This guy was a typical person who could change his attitude faster than flipping a book. Just now, he was 

trying to get back at treasure Daoist and wanted to take revenge on him. However, at this moment, he 

immediately changed his attitude. How could he dare to offend treasure Daoist? 

“Oh, do I need your greetings?” 

“Others may not know about your special ability, but I do!” The Daoist of many treasures said with a 

smile. If you want to die, just say it! My Shidi Xiaobei hates it when people lie to him!” 

“Hiss …” 

Daoist Wen instantly sucked in a cold breath and quickly changed his words, ” “God Chen! I … I’m too 

anxious … I … I can spit out the essence of the third grade Golden Lotus of merit … I can …” 

He had wanted to lie to Chen Xiaobei, but he did not expect treasure Daoist to see through his lie. 

There was no other way. For the sake of his life, Daoist Wen could only part with his treasure. 

“Whoosh …” 

After Daoist Wen’s hard work, a drop of golden liquid appeared in the void. 
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 “Chi …” 

The drop of golden liquid floated in the air. Then, as if it had dropped into a Lake, it created golden 

ripples in the air. 

In the center of the ripples, a Golden Lotus grew from small to large and began to grow rapidly. 

The process of its growth could be seen with the naked eye. In the end, it formed several lotus leaves 

and a dazzling Golden Lotus flower. 

Chen Xiaobei did not change his expression. He just looked at treasure Daoist. 

“No problem!” 

The treasure Daoist nodded and said, ” “This is the essence of the third-grade Golden Lotus of merit! 

This little mosquito didn’t lie this time!” 

“Very good!” 

Chen Xiaobei’s brows raised, and a smile finally appeared on his face. 

Without a doubt, the essence of the third grade Golden Lotus of merit was extremely important to Chen 

Xiaobei! 

 it’s good that Childe Chen is satisfied … It’s good that you are satisfied …  Daoist Wen heaved a sigh of 

relief. He had just lied to Chen Xiaobei, and now he had made up for it and saved his life. 

“I’m not done yet!” 

Chen Xiaobei kept the Golden Lotus of merit clone and continued, ” “Release the primordial violet vapor 

in your body as well!” 

 this … This …  Daoist Wen was dumbfounded and said in a sad voice, ” “Childe Chen … How did you 

know that I have primordial violet vapor in my body …” 

As soon as he said that, even the treasure Daoist and the others looked extremely surprised. 

Obviously, other than Chen Xiaobei, no one else could sense that there was a wisp of Hong Meng purple 

Qi hidden in Taoist Wen’s body. 

“I’ll tell you the truth! I can sense the aura of the primordial violet vapor!” 

Chen Xiaobei was calm and confident. 

Chen Xiaobei had devoured a wisp of Yan Lingshi’s Natal purple Qi a long time ago. 

So, as long as they were in the same space, Chen Xiaobei could sense the presence of the Hong Meng 

immortal Qi. 

This was the Holy Land of fortune, so there would definitely be the primordial violet vapor and the good 

fortune Jade plate fragment. 

However, when Chen Xiaobei entered this space, he could only sense the aura of the Pangu axe 

fragment, not the aura of the primal purple Qi. 



In other words, the primordial violet vapor had been taken away! 

He recalled that ancestor Red Cloud’s nine-nine soul-scattering gourd had advanced to the Saint level by 

relying on a wisp of grandmist purple Qi. 

From this, it could be seen that the primal Chaos purple Qi in the creation Saint realm must have been 

obtained by Daoist Wen. Because of this, Daoist Wen could advance to the Saint level and continue to 

improve his cultivation in the heavenly Saint realm. 

Chen Xiaobei was so smart that he had everything under control. Even if Daoist Wen wanted to deny it, 

he did not know how to find an excuse. 

“Hiss …” 

Daoist Wen did not dare to challenge Chen Xiaobei’s patience again after the lie he had just told him. He 

obediently spat out the primal Chaos purple Qi. 

“Chi … Chi …” 

As soon as the primordial violet vapor appeared in front of Chen Xiaobei, the human path seal 

immediately began to stir. 

Obviously, as the core of the human Dao seal, the heaven killing Purple Lotus could not wait to devour 

the primordial violet vapor. Only then could it continue to grow! 

“Whoosh …” 

With a thought, Chen Xiaobei absorbed the strand of Primal Chaos purple Qi into his human Dao seal. 

Following a series of mysterious changes, the howlsky Purple Lotus had an obvious growth. 

The roots were longer, and the leaves were growing. Compared to the small bud from before, it was at 

least five times bigger. 

This way, the special ability of the people Dao imprint would also be improved, and it would be able to 

resist the power of a four star divine. 

“What … What is going on?” 

Daoist Wen and the others were shocked. They did not expect Chen Xiaobei to be able to absorb the 

primal purple Qi into his body! 

No one had ever seen or heard of such a situation. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei did not explain much to them. After all, there were still many variables before 

the Lotus fully matured! Daoist Wen and blue Dragon were both outsiders. This was an important secret 

that could not be revealed! 

 finally, give me your storage space!  

Chen Xiaobei then took the storage space from Daoist Wen. 

“Wuuu …” 



Daoist Wen wailed in pain. He was already severely injured, and now that Chen Xiaobei had taken 

everything from him, he could not take it anymore and fainted. 

“Senior brother abundant treasures, Daoist Wen, you hold on to it first. Tell me when he wakes up!” 

Chen Xiaobei handed Daoist Wen over to Daoist duo Bao. 

At this moment, Daoist Wen’s form was that of a small mosquito, and he was directly held in the hands 

of the treasure Daoist. 

“Whoosh …” 

On the other hand, Chen Xiaobei opened Daoist Wen’s storage space. 

The items inside were extremely rich, like a giant treasure vault. 

Not only were there a large number of resources, but they were also of a rich variety. Moreover, they 

were of very high levels. 

Chen Xiaobei did a quick inventory check. He was not even willing to recycle the materials. After all, 

most of the things inside were extremely rare. After refining them, it would be like looking for a needle 

in a haystack. It would be too late to regret. 

However, in blue dragon’s eyes, these resources did not seem to surprise him too much. 

From this, it could be seen that these resources might not be very rare in the heavenly Saint realm. They 

could probably be obtained with some effort. 

“Swish!” 

Seeing the Blue Dragon’s expression, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth smelt and started to 

refine all the resources. 

Before this, Chen Xiaobei had already refined a huge amount of high-level resources. 

The heaven and earth spiritual aura within the heaven and earth smelt was already sufficient to allow 

the demonic Dragon Slayer divine armor to reach the half-step true sage level. There might even be a 

surplus. 

In addition to the resources he had now, he could even let the demonic Dragon Slayer divine armor 

advance to the one-star Saint level directly. 

One had to know that the core source of the demonic Dragon Slayer godly armor was the black blade 

demonic Dragon tribulation and the demonic spirit of the black demonic Dragon. It was very worthy of 

continuing to cultivate. 

Once it broke through to the Saint level, the black demon Dragon’s demon spirit could once again 

undergo an extremely mysterious transformation. 

Don’t forget, the forging plan of the demonic Dragon Slayer godly armor was personally designed by sect 

leader Tongtian. The energy consumed by this magic weapon was not spiritual energy, but vitality! 

A Saint level demon spirit and life force, that means the birth of a new life! 



The blackfiend Dragon would be reborn, and the demonic Dragon Slayer divine armor had once fused an 

entire Dragon into it, so it could transform into the blackfiend Dragon’s body. 

Once it had a body and life, the black demon Dragon could change its form at will! 

Human form! Dragon form! Armor form! Black blade form! They could change freely! 

Chen Xiaobei was very excited! 

With a wave of the black blade, a true dragon was slashed out! 

He was simply too handsome! 

After spending all the resources on refining, Chen Xiaobei looked at the rest of the items. 

First, it was the Saint origin stone! 

A total of a thousand Yuan! 

He’d only gotten around 900 Saint origin stones from the battle with the Saint Duke race! 

It could be seen that Daoist Wen was really rich! 

Then, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes fell on the last and most special item. 
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The last item looked like a piece of bone. 

However, the texture was like jade, warm and delicate, with a dark green luster. 

This item was very special. Chen Xiaobei could not tell what level it was at all. He could not even feel any 

spiritual fluctuations from it. 

“What is this?” 

Daoist myriad treasures, An Hua, and Guo Zi were all puzzled. They had never seen anything like this 

before. 

 heavens!!!  

However, at the same time, the Blue Dragon let out an extremely shocked scream. 

Just now, when he saw the mountain of resources, the Blue Dragon had always been calm. 

At this moment, his pupils shrank and his eyes trembled. He kept taking in cold breaths and his forehead 

was covered in cold sweat. Those who didn’t know would think that he had seen a ghost! 

“What’s wrong with you?” 

Chen Xiaobei, Duobao Daoist, An Hua, and Guo Zi all looked at Blue Dragon with curiosity. 

It was obvious that the Blue Dragon knew what it was. 
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“This … This … This is a profound Sage Jade Qilin bone armor!” 

The Blue Dragon took a few deep breaths before he managed to calm down. He explained, ” “The 

profound Sage Jade Qilin clan is the most powerful clan in the southern outer region of the heavenly 

Saint land! Even ten thousand LAN family tribes would not be their match!” 

“What!” 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

The LAN clan was similar to the Saint Duke clan. They were only a small force in the heavenly Saint 

realm. However, even though they were small, they could still fight a Saint King if they gave it their all! 

Luo Yuan had mentioned before that when the trillions of Saint beasts of the Saint Duke clan formed a 

formation, they could unleash the power of a Saint King! 

From this, it could be seen that even if the LAN family went all out, they could still fight a Saint King! 

In other words, even 10000 Saint Kings were not the profound Sage Azure Qilin clan’s match! 

Moreover, judging from the Blue Dragon’s expression and tone, even a trillion Saint Kings would not be 

able to shake the profound Sage Jade Qilin clan! 

Or to put it more directly, a Saint King was like an ant in front of the profound Sage Jade Qilin clan, 

insignificant! 

“This is too terrifying …” 

Chen Xiaobei was so shocked that he felt as if hundreds of millions of nuclear bombs had exploded. 

Of course, other than being shocked by the power of the profound Sage Jade Qilin race, Chen Xiaobei 

also thought of another important thing. 

“Can this profound Sage aquamarine Kirin bone also be used to improve cultivation?” Chen Xiaobei 

asked. 

“Of course!” 

The Blue Dragon immediately gave Chen Xiaobei the answer he wanted the most, ” “The profound Sage 

Jade Qilin is practically the most top-notch cultivation treasure in the southern region of the heavenly 

Saint realm! It can greatly increase one’s cultivation. More importantly, there won’t be any obstacles 

when one breaks through a major realm!” 

“Good! That’s great!” 

Chen Xiaobei was excited. 

No wonder Daoist Wen could reach the peak of the true Saint realm. It turned out that he had used the 

body of the profound Sage Jade Qilin! 

The remaining piece of bone armor was not big, but with the profound Sage Jade Qilin’s super high level, 

it was enough for Chen Xiaobei’s cultivation to increase greatly. 



It would be easy for him to reach the peak of the pre-Saint realm. 

By then, Chen Xiaobei would be able to gather the twelve bodies of the ancestors of sorcery and 

reincarnate as Pangu. He would then be able to use the power of the eastern Emperor Bell to achieve 

his Dao and become the only Saint in the heavenly realm who achieved his Dao through power! 

“Chi … Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei kept the bone armor and the Saint vitality stones. 

“Follow me!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei flew in another direction. 

After flying for a long time, Chen Xiaobei’s eyes locked onto a fragment. 

That’s right! 

It was the fragment of the good fortune Jade Disk. 

It was because the good fortune Jade Disk was used by the way of heaven to seal the primordial violet 

vapor before it was broken. 

That was why Chen Xiaobei could sense the aura of the primordial violet Qi on the fragment of the good 

fortune Jade Disk. 

Because of this, Daoist Wen didn’t find this fragment back then. 

“Chi …” 

Chen Xiaobei released a stream of celestial core power and wrapped it around the good fortune Jade 

Disk fragment. 

This was because the good fortune Jade Disk fragment also contained the aura of the heavenly Dao, 

which would repel the ancestral Saint Pangu’s will. 

The first thing Chen Xiaobei did was to put the good fortune Jade Disk fragment into his infinite space 

ring. 

At this point. 

Chen Xiaobei already had two good fortune Jade plate fragments and two Pangu axe fragments in his 

hands. 

According to Chen Xiaobei’s plan, he was going to use the special ability of the formless chaos celestial 

body to devour all the fragments. 

However, the level of the ” phaseless chaos celestial body ” was not high enough. Therefore, the plan 

could only be put on hold. 

Of course, if he devoured enough of them, Chen Xiaobei could even devour a Holy item! 

Chen Xiaobei had many Saint items in his hands. Some of them had used up all their spiritual Qi and 

were just decorations. 



Chen Xiaobei was already short of spiritual Qi, so there was no point in keeping these decorations. He 

might as well use them to strengthen his avatar. 

“It seems that I have to cultivate!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and did some calculations. 

He could use the profound Sage Jade Qilin’s bone armor to greatly increase his cultivation. With the new 

number of devouring times and the remaining number of devouring times, he could basically devour a 

high-rank Saint weapon. 

 in addition, the chaos Blood Sword can also devour some Saint weapons to increase its level!  

It was clear that Chen Xiaobei was planning to increase his strength in all aspects. He had to take 

everything into account. 

“But now is not the time!” 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down and put away his unnecessary thoughts, ” “Now, all the problems in 

the great void universe have been solved! I need to return to the underworld as soon as possible and 

find the underworld Dao seal and the river of forgetfulness Saint crystal! He was also doing business 

with his regular customers! Hehe …” 

After making his decision, Chen Xiaobei brought everyone back to the land. 

Then, Chen Xiaobei pointed out a direction to treasure Daoist and let him take charge of the journey. 

Chen Xiaobei brought the rest of the people back to the Meru realm. 

The Blue Dragon was supposed to be faster, but Chen Xiaobei could not trust it completely. So, he had 

to keep the Blue Dragon under his watch so that he could kill it if it did anything suspicious. 

Of course, Blue Dragon’s attitude had changed a long time ago. He admired Chen Xiaobei, but he was 

even more afraid of him! 

Therefore, Blue Dragon would not have any disloyal thoughts and would cooperate with Chen Xiaobei. 

After entering the Meru space, Guo Zi and Emperor Jiang met. 

Naturally, Guo Zi’s body was handed over to Chen Xiaobei. 

With that, Chen Xiaobei now had the bodies of Emperor River, candle Dragon, and Guo Zi. 

Of course, Chen Xiaobei already had clues about the rest of the ancestral witch’s body. He even had a 

plan to retrieve them. He would retrieve them one by one later! 

What Chen Xiaobei needed to do now was to start cultivating! 

“Whoosh …” 

Chen Xiaobei took out the profound Sage Jade Qilin’s bone armor and placed it in front of him. Then, he 

used the secret technique of refining the Qilin’s body to absorb its essence and quickly increase his 

cultivation! 



Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 3950: -peak 

Just like before, using the Qilin bone to increase his cultivation was not only fast, but there were no side 

effects. Most importantly, the bottleneck of a large realm could be completely ignored. 

Of course, it was different this time. It was the level of the Qilin bone! 

Chen Xiaobei and the others could not tell the level of the Qilin bone. It was at least Holy King level. 

As for how many stars of Saint King level he was, he didn’t know. 

Of course, even though it was only a one star Saint King, the amount of essence it contained was more 

than all the Qilin corpses that Chen Xiaobei had refined before! 

He called Fu Tian Xin ‘er over and activated the divine sunlight cache. 

Chen Xiaobei began to cultivate, and the small realms broke through one after another at an extremely 

fast speed. 

Then, he broke through to the next major realm. 

From the three-star quasi-sage realm, four stars, five stars, six stars, seven stars, eight stars, nine stars, 

all the way to the peak quasi-Sage! 

During this process, the three flowers above Chen Xiaobei’s head and the five Qi in his chest had all 

undergone a mysterious change. From being illusionary at the beginning, they had become solid and 

solid as if they were real! 

This meant that Chen Xiaobei had already cultivated to a state of perfection. 

The next step would be the half-step true Saint realm. 

However, this realm was a bit special. It was not achieved through cultivation, but through some special 

comprehension, opportunity, or some external influence. 

Of course, being a half-step true Saint was not that important to Chen Xiaobei. 

This was because it wasn’t a major realm. It was a special state between the peak of the sage-to-be and 

the true sage. 

Other people entered the state of half-step true sage to behead the three corpses to prove their Dao. 

Chen Xiaobei did not need to do that, so he did not need to enter the half-step true divine state. 

[ ding Yingying’s cultivation base: nine-star primordial chaos golden immortal pinnacle stage. Lifespan: 

33359 trillion years! [ body and soul: 1-star! ] [ combat power: 1 fixed! ] [ primordial spirit attack: sacred 

level! ] 

After checking his cultivation, Chen Xiaobei was shocked. 

First of all, the peak of nine-star primordial chaos golden immortal was the peak of Sage-to-be. There 

was no need to explain. 
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Secondly, his lifespan had increased by more than 500 times! 

Finally, the unit of measurement for physical strength and combat power changed again to ‘eternity’! 

This meant that the increase in the two values had already reached an uncountable level! 

From this, it could be seen that there was an insurmountable gap between each small realm of the sage-

to-be realm. Because of this, the improvement of battle strength and physical strength was also 

extremely huge! 

Of course, the increase in strength corresponded to the large consumption of the Qilin bone. 

When Chen Xiaobei refined the nine-colored Qilin’s body, he only managed to increase his cultivation by 

four levels. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei had increased his cultivation by six levels and three sub-levels, he was at the 

pinnacle of Sage-to-be. Even 10000 nine-colored Qilin corpses would not be enough. 

However, the profound Sage Jade Qilin’s bone had only been consumed by a mere one percent! 

That’s right! 

A complete nine-colored Qilin’s corpse was less than one percent of a profound Sage Jade Qilin’s bone! 

If it was a complete profound Sage Jade Qilin corpse … It was probably worth trillions of nine-colored 

Qilin corpses! Only more, not less! 

“Phew …” 

Chen Xiaobei let out a long sigh of relief. He felt refreshed and in a good mood. 

Unexpectedly, An Hua had made a great contribution this time. She had found a Holy Land creation 

stage expert in the great void universe, defeated Daoist Wen, and snatched this profound Sage Jade 

Qilin bone armor! 

Right now, Chen Xiaobei could no longer break through to the next level. 

However, when Chen Xiaobei reached the true Saint realm, he could continue to use this bone to 

increase his cultivation. 

Although it would take more energy to raise one’s cultivation after reaching the true Saint realm, the 

level of this bone was really high. He should be able to use it for a while. 

Soon after. 

Chen Xiaobei kept the profound Sage aquamarine Kirin bone and left the Meru realm with Blue Dragon. 

At this moment, treasure Daoist had already arrived at his destination. 

This was the edge of the land, desolate and uninhabited. Minghe’s Shura clan and Ksitigarbha’s Buddhist 

weapon would not come here, not even a little ghost could be seen. 

The main reason why this place was so desolate was not because it was too remote, but because there 

was no trace of spiritual energy here! 



In this world where strength was Supreme, one could not improve one’s cultivation without spiritual 

energy. 

Therefore, no one would be willing to come here. 

Because of that, no one had ever found what Chen Xiaobei was looking for. 

“I can feel that the power to summon the red karmic fire Lotus is coming from the front!” 

Chen Xiaobei furrowed his brows and looked ahead. 

The treasure Daoist and blue Dragon stood on the left and right, looking puzzled.   there’s only a 

desolate Black Desert ahead. There’s nothing special at all …  

It was obvious that the treasure Daoist and the Blue Dragon couldn’t sense the mysterious power. 

“You guys stay here! I’ll go take a look!” 

Chen Xiaobei took a deep breath and summoned the red karmic fire Lotus. 

The red karmic fire Lotus had shrunk to the size of a palm and was now floating in Chen Xiaobei’s palm. 

“Swish!” 

Then, Chen Xiaobei leaped and flew toward the Black Desert. 

Nothing unusual happened at first. 

However, when Chen Xiaobei was approaching the center of the desert, a huge change suddenly 

occurred. 

 boom boom boom … Boom boom boom …  

Between the heaven and earth, there were thunders and explosions. Black wind and dark clouds 

covered the entire space in darkness. The Black Desert that was as vast as the sea was like a huge Army 

galloping, raising a huge sandstorm! 

At this moment, it was as if the world was about to be destroyed, and there was no light or hope! 

“My God … What’s going on? Will Young master Chen be in danger?” 

Seeing this, Blue Dragon became anxious. He even took out his frost spear and tried to save Chen 

Xiaobei. 

Treasure Daoist was taken aback. He did not expect the Blue Dragon’s attitude towards Chen Xiaobei to 

change so much. 

The Blue Dragon showed its good will, and the treasure Daoist also reminded him, ” “You’d better stay 

here! “If even Xiaobei can’t handle the danger ahead, you’ll just be throwing your life away! Don’t go 

and cause trouble for Xiao bei!” 

“This …” 



The Blue Dragon was stunned for a moment, then put away his ice spear and said awkwardly, ” “That’s 

right … Young master Chen is much stronger than me …” 

Treasure Daoist, on the other hand, was calmer. He trusted Chen Xiaobei one hundred percent. 

This time, Chen Xiaobei’s target was the netherworld imprint! 

Even if the red karmic fire Lotus combined with the underworld mark, it would only be at the peak of the 

true sage realm! Against Chen Xiaobei’s tree of Seven Wonders, he would most likely be suppressed! 

Because of this, he wasn’t worried at all. 

However, there was a crucial factor in the tree of Seven Wonders that the Daoist of many treasures did 

not know! 


